IMPACT POINTS

Over 50% have programs.

More than 50% of US hospitals now offer arts programming--and rising.


EXAMPLES OF PRACTICE

MUSICIANS ON CALL

Nashville

Musicians On Call believes that patients, families, and caregivers should benefit from the healing power of music. In addition to live performances, it offers the Music Pharmacy, which gives each patient access to a tablet loaded with Pandora and

READING LIST

The Healing Role of the Arts

Holyoke, Nancy Holyoke, Nancy
Publication Year: 1977

Basic Toolkit Handbook: Building and Sustaining Arts in Healthcare Programs

Jan Jerardi, Naj Wikoff, Lynn Kable, Tina Lassiter and Paula Most Jan Jerardi, Naj Wikoff, Lynn Kable, Tina Lassiter and Paula Most
Publication Year: 2009
This Handbook reflects the complex and changing needs of our growing field. It serves as a guide through the Society for the Arts in Healthcare’s full-day workshop, Basic Tool Kit:... Show More [ ] Arts in Healthcare Program Essentials and was compiled through
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Making the Case for Arts in Healthcare

Elaine Sims, Director and Paula Most

Publication Year: 2010

Power point presentation from the webinar presented by the Arts and Health Alliance (formerly the Global Alliance for Arts & Health) entitled, Making the Case for Arts in Healthcare, led... Show More [ ] by Elaine Sims, Director, University of Michigan Health
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ORGANIZATIONS

AMERICAN ALLIANCE OF MUSEUMS

The American Alliance of Museums' mission is to champion museums and nurture excellence in partnership with our members and allies.

ARTS IN MEDICINE

Arts in Medicine integrates all artistic disciplines throughout New York City's Health and Hospital system. Beyond serving partients, the program includes initiatives taimed at staff as a means to reduce stress, support emotional health, and adress "compassion fatigue."

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR ARTS IN HEALTH

Provides transformational leadership to bring the field of arts in health together, and to move the field forward. Our focus is on the future of arts, health, and wellbeing; and creating tangible impact from our goals and initiatives.
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